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RIETYE,LD AND THE, MAN-MADtr OB]E,CT

only within such a fertile fermenr as the world war I
period could a man like Gerrit Thomas Rietvelclo enter
international architecture and contribute to a collective
design consciousness. A self-taught cabinetmaker whose
vision developed in shortsighted utrecht, he appeared
on the European artistic scene around lglg with his
now famous Red-Blue chair, recognized and publicized
by the farsighted de Stiil group.

conceived as though he had never seen a chair, Riet-
veld established planes for horizontal and vertical sup-
port and a skeletal frame to suspend them, a pristine
space composition of classical pedigree. This ,islencler

space animal," as Theo van Doesburg characterized it,
was the germ of Rietveld's own architecture; and rhe
composition entered the pool of European design at
the beginning of the 1920's.

Around l92l Rietveld designed a jewelry shop (since
destroyed) in Amsterdam. Glazed., discontinrolr, ,.._
tilinear volumes, perpendicularly related, Iinked the
inside with the outside in a space continuum chan-
neled by discrete, colored surfaces. This was the first
full-scale architectural application of de stijt princi-
ples, then being formulated.

constructed in lgz4, the well known schroder house
in Utrecht, designed in collaboration with its owner,
Truus schrcider-schrider, marks the swift culmination
of Rietveld's mastery of a fresh clesign vocab.lary. simi-
lar to its furniture progenitor, volumes are deftne.l by
independent, interlocking planes. Like the interior of
traditional Japanese houses, the open space of the Lrpper
level can be subdivided by sliding panels. The lower
level is composed of small, interlocki.rg rpu." c,bicles.
Planes, as though suspended by hidden magnets, seem
forever shifting their relationships as obsei.rer moves
in and around the building. clashing with its archaic
surroundings, the house was an uncompromising mani-
festo of the pristine new within the decaying ild, u,
architectural phoenix rising protrdly from the ashes of

o
Born 1888 in utrecht, The Netherlands; worked as cabinet-
maker until 19lg when he became an independent architect
and joined de Stijl; founding member of C.I.A.M. in l92g;
and practicing architect until his death in urecht, 1964. see
T. M. Brown, Work of G. Rietueld, Architect,TJtecht, lgbg.
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prewar Europe, and has remained a fountain
joy, and hope, even within our own worlcl of
psychic ancl physical traumas.

of youth,
escalating

The insectile table lamp (lgzb), glazed radio cabinet
(1925), and earage-living quarrers (lgT7_Zg\ are but a
few more of the myriad of small objects issued from his
fertile mincl. The reality of the lamp-its "lampness,,-
is forcef'lly expressed by the bare, half-paint.d b.rlb,
primly poisecl upon its metallic stalk. The visuar satis-
faction of electronic components has never been more
cancliclly promoted than in Rietvelcl's radio cabinet,
a rvl'riff of the ftrture. And the gar.age, constructed of
Prefabricatecl concrete planes suspended within a moclu-
lar metallic frame, manifests a fresh approach to the
problem of inclustrializecl architecture.

D,rins the next clecacle (lg2g-lg3B) the visual sains
of the earl;' Twenties were consoliclatecl ancl appliecl;
but liere Riet'elcl's elementar vision was not as relevant
as it rt as cltrring the periocl whe n a formal syntax was
beine establishecl. Yet, after \vorlcl war II he .ecap-
turecl the flair rhar characterized his early, historicaliy
presnant, \r,orks. The sculptrlre pavilion at Arnhem
(clestrol'ecl; rebtrilt recently in the sarclen of the Kroller-
N'Iriller trItrserrrn, otterlo), the Van cler Doel and Van
slobbe ho.ses, all b'ilt cluring the last decacle of his
life, exhibit rhe olcl wizarclry, now combinecl with an
assrlrance accruecl rvith time.

Throtrshotrt his life Rietvelc|s work ancr thougrrt
exliibit a strrbborn single-rnincleclness rare in our fre_
netic rt'orlcl. His lifetime concenrrarion on the clesignecl
object Parallels the patient pursuit of an artistic icleal
by other D'tclimen s,ch as Vermeer and Monclrian.
Rare also is Rien'elcl's intellectual posirion, which bears
Iittle relation to the prevalent aesthetic ancl technical
icleals of contemporary archi tects.

\'\'e const.rct objects for a variety of reasons: utili-
taLian, military, aesthetic; things are macle also to re-
corcl experience ancl to embocry values. Rietvelcl built

Fig. l. Red-Blue chair, about 1918. photo Hulskamp.





Fig. 2. Baby chair, about 1920.

Fig. 2a. Structural detail of same chair.

Fig. 3. Baby chair, about 1919.
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for still another reason. "The purpose of art,,, he said,
"is to develop and nourish a specific sense organ.,'O

As our senses are more or less cultivated, we become more or
less aware, and our consciousness deverops. Breadth of vision
depends upon growth of awareness. Welfare of our being
depends upon the deuelopment and. health of the senses.

with reverence for "the immecliate life, the ordinary,
simple, direct experience of reality,,, Rietveld formu_
Iated his goal: intensificarion of life-enhancing sensory
experience. His method: cumulative visual experience,
catalyzed by the designed object.

Assuming that "All . . . experience is based upon the
activity of our senses," Rietveld wrote that "the absorp-
tion and digestion of sensory information" develops
ourselves, awareness of surroundings, and orr. g.urp tf
reality. "The process of becoming conscious lbewust-
wordingl of reality determines both our nature ind our
image of environment."

Rietveld's reality is restricted to that conscious aware-
ness of the visible world gained through sensory activ-
ity. As he explained:

If I looked at something, for example, a newspaper clipping,
I saw dots [and] understood that I was not supposed to see
them; because there is a definite scale whereby I should see
the paper. with a magnifying glass I saw only different dors
without any image; and had r looked through a microscope
I would have seen fibers, threads, and specks. I knew that I
was supposed to see a newspaper, letters, and an image; and
r determined for myself the scale necessary for this experi-
ence. such a scale is obvious for the newspaper; but there are
things and ideas where the scale is not so easily determined
and can be observed only through proper scale. And there
are many realities; and different creatures have special sen-
sory systems lto experience these realitiesl. what then is
reality. . . ?

fRietveld's conclusion:] . . . reality is that experience which
is circumscribed by our humanly scaled percepts to see, hear,
and taste.

Yet, since "Sensory activity is very limited ancl varies
from person to person," awareness is inherently nar-

o
All quotations are from Rien,eld. For a more comprehensive
analysis of Rietveld's theoretical position, see T. M. Brown,
"Rietveld's Egocentric Vision," in Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians, vol. 24 (lg6b), pp. 292-2g6.
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rowly restricted; because only a small fraction of exter-
nal stimuli penetrates our selective sensory apparatus.
We peek out ar the world through the slightiy open
doors of our restricted human systems; and with the
data which filters through the screen of unaided senses,
we establish the outer world for ourselves in accordance
with the specialized nature of our system, thus creating
our reality.

This reality develops gradually in correspondence with the
awakening of our consciousness. Step by step we gain mean_
ingful awareness of our surroundings: a single, finite world-
image lwereklbeeldl.
Through our own existence we feel partnership with cosmic
events; tlre growth of our consciousness /o be enlarges with
the urge to be a part of general life . . .

our umuelt and our 1 grow each time a snapshot of life is
absorbed by our consciousness.
Growth : joy.

Art, according to Rietveld, is an activity which identi-
fies, clarifies, and intensifies reality; each of the visual
arts must specialize in a different aspect of reality; paint-
ing for color; sculpture for form; architecture for space.
Each requires a special vision; and the arrisr's job is to



Fig.7. Lamp, 1920.

Fig.8. Buffet, 1919,
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Fig.9. Table lamp, I925.

Fig. 10. Radio cabinet, lgZ5.
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formulate his particular materiar so as to maximize ex-
perience within his specific sphere.

Through an art object we enrer joyfully inro a piece of real_
ity, in contrast to the perceptioni which *" ,r,ruUy undergo
passively . . . From what height or depth came the spark of
consciousness we do not know; but certainly we experiencejoy through growth and melancholy through withdiawal of
our being. Every passive sensation shrinks us . . .
Every art work contributes something to the activity of the
senses, not because the artist is greater than others; but,
through his speciarized appricatioi of the senses, the artist
concentrates on only one aspect of nature.

where some artists view limitations as rife-crippling,
Rietveld rejoiced in them; because

. . . limitations of seeing are necessary, fas] unlimited spaceir^nor visible (and actualry does not exisf;. The spatial valueof a rower is thar it defines place and measures ireight, thusnaking the space around it ..real.,,

L-nreflected light does not 
'luminate 

space. Material is visi-
:-,1e- only through its limitation, the separation of material.nd environment; [and] environment becomes color only:-,rough a limited color surface.

Parlphrasing Rabindranath Tagore, as he did fre_
". .rrnrlv in his writing, Rietveld wrote:
l.-?ore says, speaking about the nature of art: Through limi-,:rrc' of the unlimited, truth becomes real. Every uit work, -.:rinates a facer of the reality of the observer urrd giuar r^-: 'lv of creating the basis of our existence.
:- ' -n general, architecture in particurar, is not concerned
- ::-'aril' rrith beauty but with the clear expression of the' i r-t-anCe of form . . . Tagore says: ,.Art 

has no other objec_' : :l-:n that it appears ro be be" lRietveld added,] what it is.

i.:: should become detached from its creator; and:.-=,i it "*-ill destroy itself; only a great urtirt.u'
l':.: -: t,Llfe af tlesS \yOIk.,'

rr .i :.,: :: lururious excess or, e\.en worse, a kind of spirit_
-- :.- --:::i:r-rvhich stands outside, abo'e, or beside societv.

. -- - - - -1,-,r. )

, :. -: : ::::ter of iikine . . . landl is certainll, not con-' -' ': '). '''.:i:',; ,,f ]:{uzt^,.'it has no tranicendental
. .': : :-r-:::-c\. Ti:e pilrpose of art is to derelop and- i - : -.-:...:a ::: ): _,a=.a i, ,. ::e one siCaa.-rar"i_.r_ra_

-': :'. I :1.:l--:: . : :..--:,,. :1,: :-:.i_:--l-,. S::::rlr tfpefienCe: : :.:: i :-..-, - I:t-_ i ..: :-.:i ,: :\,aa,a ,.-__ l_-:nC.

or epic quality of its subject. It depends only on its clarity.
We can absorb space, color, and material only through their
clear limitation.
Through appearance of form, color, sound, odor, and.
hardness [a] thing becomes real (perceptible) for us. That we
find this reality beautiful or uglyis a question of rerationship
and insight, in each case a personal praf"rarr.a or aversion.
Art clarifies reality and carries personar beauty to a generar
form language.

As a cabinetmaker turned. architect, Rietveld's prin-
cipal media were materiar and space; and in his view,
"the reality which architecture can create is space,,, the
most fundamental reality of all.
Space is the first discovery of man; through separation of 1
and enuironment there originates a sense of becoming con_
scious fbewustuord.ingl, what for convenience we call con_
sciousness.

The first step roward consciousness is the knowredge of anindividual existence, and this begins with the sepai.tion of
the 1 and the space around the 1. one can observe this in agrowing baby. Therefore space means more than other ele-
ments as a necessity of lif e.
For selfish reasons we must love our environment and our
neighbor as our self. And architecture is the best profession
constituted to rearize the spatial expansion of our 1 and to
creare a livabre human scare; because the medium of archi-
tecture is space.
Characteristic of all architecture is that we live in it, on it,
around it, and between it.
Art forces the activity of one, or a part, of our senses; for
architecture it is our space sense. Isolated fragments of pri_
Tuty reality enlighten our consciousness, through clarifica-
tion of our discernmenr. They proaid,e and. mainlain o.ur joy
of living, which then becomes-less dependent on ,.having,,,
on property and power.

lThjs "primary reality"] broadens the scale of our wererd-
beeld.

^ 
Explaining ,h: 

- 
,p1:.:defining nature of his earlyfurniture, Rietveld said in lglg:

With this chair an atrempt has been made to have every partsimple and in its most elementary form in accordance withfunction and materiar, thus the form which is most capableof being harmonized rvith the r'hole. The construction isattuned to the parts to insure that no part dominates or is.uborCinate to rhe orhers. In rhis rtar.. the.ir.hole stands freelr.t:.C :-:::-.,' : I ::.ct. arcl f:,r= {:r.ris,:,u : ft_c)[-I n:.teria].T'
"-'-.:..l'-"-']::.:].'.-..-.'i:l!.-.....;.:



simplicity and ciarity of expression.. . the greates: .i- ,; -

fof the system] is that one is very free in placin: li: l

thus giving the object a greater spatial expre s.: - :'.

iiberates one from the consructive-bound plane.

As an instrument in the process of realization. -:l ---

tecture establishes tentative conditions which b:'-:-. .

to an ever richer fulfillment.

Life as a whole is like a balance eternally seeking i:, :-
of gravity the practice of architecture is a so':.: ,'"
maintenance . . . fTherefore] we must not consider the :- *:-- -

scale, which in our field is so highiy praised, as a c.:-:--:. -

attainment. Because.. . we must bring things into a :-'^::-:-

scale. in contrast with the inhuman in nature, as a m€;:.: :

self-preservation.
. . . I see architecture more as a tenuous equilibrium ti'.-:-- -'
an unshakable monumentalitY!
Each work is only a Part of the unending expressional ::'i
bilities; and an attempt toward completeness in a s.r'.---

work wouid injure the harmonY.

N'Ian's goal is "to realize one's existence, to disct::-
the self from that which is outside oneself ancL : -

awaken one's consciousness." This is accomplish.-"
through the medium of the human body, assisted b-'

the man-made object, resulting in a "direct expet'ie nc=

of reality." Thus,

All perceptions and experiences unite in knowing; and a-1

alter our condition, either toward joy (expansion) or mel'a:--

choly (contraction) . . .

Architecture is not a matter of beauty or ugliness, but oi

clarity . . .

Good architecture is a fragment of reality which forces a par'

tial expansion of our self . . . It is the background of our life .

neither more beautiful nor ugly; but if it is good: clear '

11. Garage-living quarters, Utrecht, 1927-1928.Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

12. Van Slobbe House, Ffeerlen, l96l-1964.

Van der Doel House, Ilpenclam, 1958-1959.
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